Abstract: The annualized interest rate for a payday loan often exceeds 10 times that of a typical credit card, yet this market grew immensely in the 1990s and 2000s, elevating concerns about the risk payday loans pose to consumers and whether payday lenders target minority neighborhoods. This paper employs individual credit record data, and Census data on payday lender store locations, to assess these concerns. Taking advantage of several state law changes since 2006 and, following previous work, within-state-year differences in access arising from proximity to states that allow payday loans, I find little to no effect of payday loans on credit scores, new delinquencies, or the likelihood of overdrawing credit lines. The analysis also indicates that neighborhood racial composition has little influence on payday lender store locations conditional on income, wealth and demographic characteristics. 
Introduction
For a two-week $300 payday advance loan, payday lenders typically charge in excess of $45, a cost so high that many believe the loan could not possibly be in the best interest of the borrower. Nevertheless, some estimates indicate that payday loan volume grew more than fivefold to almost $50 billion from the late 1990s to the mid 2000s (Stegman 2007) . With the recent rise of the payday lending industry, questions abound about the characteristics and circumstances of payday loan borrowers, and the ultimate impact of such loans on their welfare. Interest in payday lending has grown among economists in particular because of the possibility that transactions in this market may reflect a market failure due to asymmetric information or borrowers' cognitive biases or limitations, or demonstrate divergence in behavior from traditional models (hyperbolic discounting, for example). Historically, regulation of payday lending to the general population has often come at the state level, but the CFPB has authority to write and enforce new federal regulations to the extent that they judge payday loans to be "unfair, deceptive or abusive," and they have recently suggested that new consumer protections in the payday loan market may be forthcoming (CFPB 2013) .
In this paper, I draw on nationally representative panel data comprised of individual credit records, as well as Census data on the location of payday loan shops at the ZIP code level, to test whether payday loans affect consumers' financial health. I use credit scores and score changes, as well as other credit record variables, as measures of financial health. Credit scores conveniently summarize one's credit history, and previous research suggests payday loan usage could affect credit scores. Importantly, use of and performance on payday loans does not directly affect traditional credit scores (such as the FICO score). Rather, payday loans can affect scores indirectly to the extent that such loans either improve or undermine consumers' ability to manage cash flow and meet their financial obligations in general.
In order to identify the effect of payday loans, I take advantage of geographic and temporal variation in access arising from differences in state lending laws. As of 2006, 11 states prohibited payday lending and by 2012 another six states and the District of Columbia outlawed such loans (see figure 1 ). In addition to standard identification strategies based on state law variation such as differences-in-differences, I also follow Melzer's (2011) novel strategy of exploiting within-state variation in access to payday loans due to differences in the proximity of ZIP codes in states that prohibit payday lending to states that allow payday lending. This strategy compares, for example, outcomes of North Carolinians who live in ZIP codes in the middle of the state -far from any payday-allowing state -to North Carolinians who live in ZIPs near the border with South Carolina and can access payday loans by driving across the border.
The advantage of this strategy is that it is robust to state-by-year shocks and thus more likely to be immune to identification problems stemming from potentially endogenous state law changes.
This paper builds on Melzer's work not only by examining different (though related)
outcomes, but also by employing a larger and, in some respects, more detailed dataset. It incorporates the entire U.S. over six years and subsequently more state law variation, and I am able to focus the analysis on individuals highly likely to have demand for payday loans by using results from Bhutta, Skiba and Tobacman (2012) , which provides detailed credit record attributes for payday loan applicants just prior to application. Because only a narrow segment of the population uses payday loans, intention-to-treat estimates using a broad population sample will be significantly attenuated relative to the treatment-on-the-treated estimate of interest. The ability to focus on those most likely to have demand for payday loans helps mitigate a shortcoming of many datasets used in the literature -this paper included -that actual payday loan usage is not observed.
I also focus on consumers living in ZIP codes where payday lenders actually operate, or would operate were they not prohibited by state law. Using Census data, I estimate the relationship between payday lender concentration and economic and demographic characteristics across ZIP codes where payday lending is legal, and use the estimated coefficients to predict the ZIP codes in which payday lenders would do business for all ZIPs regardless of state law. This analysis suggests that payday lenders target highly populated, less affluent urban areas.
Restricting attention to such ZIP codes helps ensure that individuals in the sample indeed have access when payday lending is legal.
Interestingly, the analysis of payday lender locations does not indicate that lenders target minority neighborhoods, conditional on economic characteristics of the population. This result is important in its own right because of fair lending concerns that payday lenders target minority neighborhoods without economic justification. Previous research on the determinants of payday lender location has generally been limited to analyses of one city or nationally at a more aggregated level such as the county (e.g. Prager 2009) . Surprisingly, this is the first paper to use readily available Census ZIP code business data to analyze the socioeconomic factors correlated with payday lender concentration.
Finally, I also test whether access to payday loans interacts with shocks to the local economy. The period studied covers the Great Recession and thus large unemployment shocks at the county level are not uncommon in the data. This test has much in common with Morse (2011) , who finds that access to payday loans substantially mitigates foreclosures after natural disasters.
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Overall, I find little to no effect of payday loans on consumers' financial health, which contrasts somewhat with recent research that finds both substantive positive and negative effects of access to payday loans on financial well-being. For example, Morse (2011) finds that access to payday loans lowers the likelihood of foreclosure after natural disasters by over 20 percent, and Morgan and Strain (2008) find that loss of access to payday loans results in increased bankruptcy filings. On the contrary, Skiba and Tobacman (2011) find that access doubles chapter 13 bankruptcy filings, and Melzer (2011) finds that access increases the incidence of having difficulty paying bills by 25 percent among lower-income households.
Thus, previous research suggests payday loans could affect credit scores, but the evidence is mixed. 4 The primary outcome variable studied in this paper -credit score -has the advantage of summarizing consumers' recent credit history and allowing detection of outcomes less severe than events such as bankruptcy and foreclosure, and helps extend the range of outcomes studied in the literature. 3 Carrell and Zinman (2013) find that payday loans have a more negative effect on military personnel performance in areas with higher unemployment, although this is 4 As I discuss in Section 6, there are some plausible reasons for the differences in findings between various studies. See Caskey (2010) for an in-depth review of these papers.
5 Some other outcomes studied not mentioned elsewhere in the text include the incidence of bounced checks (Morgan, Strain and Seblani 2012) , job performance (Carrell and Zinman 2013) , and employment (Zinman 2010) . Bhutta, Skiba and Tobacman (2012) also study credit scores and similarly find that payday loans have no The available data do not allow for a full welfare assessment of access to payday loans, but this analysis nevertheless helps inform the debate by testing for some of the potential costs and benefits of access to payday loans. The next section also discusses the payday borrowing process, the credit profile of people applying for payday loans, and state payday lending laws.
Section 3 presents the empirical strategy for estimating how payday loans affect financial health.
Section 4 focuses on the location of payday lenders and how state laws and neighborhood socioeconomic factors have influenced payday lender locations. Section 5 presents estimates of how payday loans affect financial well-being and Section 6 discusses these results further in the context of past research. Finally, Section 7 concludes.
Background

Payday Loans and Financial Health
A payday loan is a 1-4 week loan of less than $1,000 that costs about $15-$30 per $100 borrowed, an annualized percentage rate of 360%-780% for a two-week loan. Payday loans are usually provided by specialized finance companies that may also provide check cashing services, rather than more mainstream financial institutions such as federally-insured banks. To qualify for a payday loan, an applicant typically must show proof of residence, identification, employment and a valid checking account, and must have some minimum level of monthly earnings. If approved, applicants then provide the lender with a postdated check for the amount of the loan and fee (or provide authorization to debit their checking account). Finally, the application process does not involve a traditional credit check, and payday borrowing activity is not reported to the national credit bureaus Equifax, Experian and TransUnion. This means that payday borrowing is not a factor, like credit card borrowing, that directly affects one's credit score.
6 Instead, access to payday loans can only affect one's credit score indirectly depending on how such loans affect consumers' ability to meet their financial obligations in general.
On the one hand, usury laws that prohibit payday lending may inefficiently constrain credit access, and lifting such bans would expand financial choices and allow individuals and households to better manage their cash flow in the face of volatile income and expenses.
Although the fees can add up to large amounts, especially when loans are renewed multiple effect, but in contrast to this paper, they use a regression discontinuity research design comparing those just above and below the payday loan approval threshold. 6 For an in-depth discussion of credit score modeling, see Board of Governors (2007) .
times, these loans are often promoted by the payday loan industry as being meant for liquidityconstrained individuals with a short-term emergency need for cash; for example, to help pay for a necessary car repair or for out-of-pocket medical costs. In the absence of such credit, these short term emergencies could become more costly than the ultimate cost of the loan if, for instance, they lead to job loss or more severe medical problems.
On the other hand, potential payday loan customers may have behavioral biases or limitations in analytical ability that make a ban on payday lending welfare enhancing. For example, over-optimism about their ability to pay off the loan in 1-4 weeks may entice people to use payday loans, when in fact they are likely to renew the loan several times (which lenders are aware of), putting their financial well-being at risk. Indeed, administrative data on payday borrowers collected by Skiba and Tobacman (2008) 7 See Laibson (1997) for more on hyperbolic discounting and the welfare effects of expanded credit access. Skiba and Tobacman (2008) examine payday borrowing behavior using data from a payday lender and conclude that borrowing and repayment patterns are most consistent with partially naïve quasi-hyperbolic discounting. 8 That said, such a result does not necessarily imply that the benefits outweighed the cost of the loan.
Alternatively, previous research has also provided some evidence that payday loans may be financially destabilizing and therefore could negatively affect credit scores. A substantive negative relationship might reflect a market failure, perhaps related to the behavioral issues just discussed, suggesting the need for regulation. The primary goal in this paper is to build on previous research by quantifying the causal relationship between payday loans and credit scores.
If a large negative effect were to be found, it would lend support to the concerns about payday loans.
The Credit Profile of Payday Loan Borrowers
A critical assumption in this paper is that payday loan borrowers actually have credit records and credit scores that could be influenced (indirectly) by payday loan use. Existing evidence shows that payday loan borrowers do indeed operate in the mainstream financial system, which is perhaps not too surprising given payday loan borrowers must be employed and have a checking account to qualify for the loan. For example, Elliehausen and Lawrence (2001) present survey evidence that payday borrowers also apply for and use traditional forms of credit (credit cards, car loans, etc.).
More recently, Bhutta, Skiba and Tobacman (2012; hereafter BST) provide administrative evidence on the credit histories of payday loan applicants, matching applicant data from a large payday lender to applicants' credit records from Equifax. The data allow for a precise match, and the matching results imply that essentially all payday loan borrowers have credit records, and well over 90 percent have a credit score. Additionally, about 87 percent have
at least 1 open account at the time of applying for a payday loan, and the median debt balance across all applicants (including those without any accounts) is about $6,000, compared to about $9,000 for the general population. BST also find that about 60 percent of payday loan applicants have at least one credit card account (compared to 75 percent of the general population), but the cumulative credit limit across all card accounts is just $3,000 on average, compared to nearly $19,000 for the general population.
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Two other characteristics of payday loan applicants that stand out are that they are relatively young, and appear to be searching intensively for more traditional forms of credit.
BST document that payday applicants had, on average, over 5 credit inquiries (a proxy for credit 9 Note that the time period of the matched data in BST is the early 2000's.
applications at traditional lenders that report to Equifax) in the 12 months leading up to their application for a payday loan, compared to just one inquiry for the general population in the same 12 month period, and 3 inquiries for the general subprime population.
As noted earlier, I draw on this information from BST to form a restricted sample of consumers where the probability of using a payday loan, given access, is likely to be much higher than for the population at large. Restricting the sample will help provide a better sense of the potential size of the true effect of payday loans on financial well-being. Survey indicates that people in the states with outright or effective bans are highly unlikely to get payday loans. Importantly, their results also imply that the internet generally does not suffice as a mechanism to provide payday loans in states that restrict payday lending, which Pew (2012) concludes as well in separate research. Consistent with those findings, the websites of the largest payday lending companies appear to prohibit applications from people residing in states that restrict such loans.
State Laws and Enforcement
Empirical Strategy
Main Specifications
The primary goal of this paper is to estimate the effect of payday loans on financial wellbeing. To that end, I exploit within-state variation in access to payday loans arising from changes in state laws, as well as across-ZIP-code variation within payday-prohibiting states, as in
Melzer (2011), in the following regression specification: 
The dependent variable is a measure of financial well-being from the credit record data I also interact payday loan access with county unemployment shocks, measured as the difference between the unemployment rate in year t and the average unemployment rate for the county from 2000 to 2006. Although someone who loses his job may not be able to get a payday loan because they no longer have a regular paycheck (although a regular unemployment check may suffice), a spouse or other member of the household may still be able to access payday loans. A household suffering from an income shock may turn to payday loans to help smooth consumption, expecting that the lost income will soon be replaced from a new job. However, borrowers may systematically overestimate the likelihood of replacing their income, and payday loans could then make a tough financial situation even worse. Alternatively, borrowers could use the proceeds of a payday loan to help make minimum payments on other financial obligations to avoid becoming delinquent on accounts that get reported to credit bureaus and feed into their credit score.
The specification also includes controls for whether a ZIP code borders another state;
house price appreciation at the county level over the previous two years in order to help control for the extent of the housing bust; and a vector x of socioeconomic characteristics. 12 Finally, equation (1) includes state fixed effects and time fixed effects and thus, as noted earlier, the effect of access to payday loans will be identified from within-state variation.
There are three sources of within-state variation. A benefit of the detailed data used in this paper is that state-by-year fixed effects, which control for state-year shocks that could be correlated with state law changes and outcomes, can be included: 
Identification in this specification comes from the second and third sources of variation just discussed. Obviously, a key assumption is that people actually cross state borders to get payday loans. Anecdotal evidence suggests this occurs, and Melzer (2011) provides evidence that payday lenders open shops along borders with payday-prohibiting states, presumably because people will travel across the border to get payday loans. In Section 4.4, I provide similar evidence.
Regressions Using a Restricted Sample
As a starting point, equations (1) and (2) are estimated using an unrestricted sample representing all consumers in the U.S.. However, because only a narrow segment of the population typically uses payday loans, estimates of β 1 and β 2 will be substantially smaller than the treatment-on-the-treated estimates of the effect of payday loan borrowing that are ultimately of interest. 13 In other words, because borrowing on payday loans is not directly observed in the data, and because the probability of payday loan use is small, the reduced form estimates from equations (1) and (2) will be attenuated relative to the estimates of interest.
To address this issue, I also estimate equations (1) and (2) using a restricted sample of consumers where the probability of borrowing on payday loans given access is likely to be much higher. I restrict the sample along two dimensions. The first dimension relates to individual characteristics that have been shown in past research to be closely related to payday loan use, as discussed will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.1. The second dimension relates to where individuals live, and whether their residential ZIP code location is the type of area that actually attracts payday lenders -for example ZIP codes with a high enough concentration of people with potential demand for payday loans in order to operate profitably. 
Identifying "Payday ZIPs"
In order to identify ZIP codes that are attractive to payday lenders, I run a negative binomial regression of the count of payday stores in a given ZIP code, z, in 2008 on two scale variables (ZIP code population and ZIP code total number of establishments) and a variety of ZIP code socioeconomic characteristics:
Equation (3) is estimated using only those ZIP codes in states that allowed payday lending throughout the 2006-2012 period, and then I generate predictions of the number of payday loan stores across ZIP codes in all states using the estimated coefficients (that is, both in-sample and out-of-sample predictions). Finally, I construct expected payday stores per capita (PDpercap) for every ZIP code as:
and define "payday ZIPs" as those ZIP codes with  z PD percap in the top one-third of ZIP codes.
Where Do Payday Lenders Operate? Evidence from Census Data
ZIP Code Socioeconomic and Payday Lender Location Data
I employ two primary sources of data to estimate equation (3) Also, these six-digit NAICS industries can include other types of businesses besides payday lenders and check-cashers to the extent that they still fit within the industry definition.
Although the ZCBP data provide a noisy measure of payday lending stores in a given ZIP (2005) notes, previous survey research indicates that payday loan customers tend to be young and also tend to be female. I will therefore include the share of adults under the age of 40 and the single-mother share of families as additional predictors of the number of payday lending establishments.
Are Payday Lending Laws Binding?
The ZCBP data suggest that state payday lending restrictions have had bite in recent years. respectively, compared to 0, 1 and 7 for the distribution of actual values.
Socioeconomic Determinants of Neighborhood Payday Lender Concentration
Do People Cross State Borders to Get Payday Loans?
One key assumption for estimating equation (2) is that people who live near a state that allows payday lending actually travel across borders to get a payday loans. As Melzer (2011) discusses, considerable anecdotal evidence suggests traveling across the border to access payday lenders is fairly commonplace. 17 In addition, Melzer (2011) provides empirical evidence of increased payday store concentration in ZIP codes of states that allow payday lending and border states that prohibiting payday lending. Table 3 shows results of a similar analysis using the ZCBP data, which covers all states rather than just the ten states for which Melzer compiled payday lender location data. I run negative binomial regressions similar to (3), but include dummy variables for whether the ZIP code is within 25 miles of a ZIP code in a payday prohibiting state, and a general border dummy variable: Melzer's, and provides supportive evidence for the notion that people cross borders to obtain payday loans.
Do Payday Loans Affect Financial Well-Being?
Consumer Credit Record Data and Outcome Measures
The credit record data used in this paper come from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax (CCP), a nationally representative longitudinal database with detailed information at a quarterly frequency on consumer debt and loan performance derived from consumer credit records maintained by Equifax, one of that nation's three major credit bureaus. 18 The CCP can be used to compute both nationally representative estimates at the end of a given quarter as well as to track changes in debt use and loan performance for a given individual over time.
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The CCP includes each person's year of birth, and the ZIP and census tract codes of their mailing address each quarter. With these geographic codes, I am able to merge the ZIP-level predictions on payday lender concentration and census tract level socioeconomic characteristics 18 Lee and van der Klaaw (2010) provide a detailed discussion of these data. 19 All individuals in the database are anonymous: names, street addresses and social security numbers have been suppressed. Individuals are distinguished and can be linked over time through a unique, anonymous consumer identification number assigned by Equifax.
from the 2000 Census to use as controls (in lieu of individual demographic data beyond age).
Finally, in addition to detailed credit account information, the CCP also provides a credit score for most individuals, updated each quarter. 20 The Equifax credit score, like other credit scores, essentially summarizes the information in one's credit report and is based on a model that predicts the likelihood of becoming 90 days or more delinquent over the next 24 months. Credit scoring models include numerous factors such as the frequency and degree of delinquent accounts, the amount of credit being utilized, and recent applications for credit. Factors that are not considered include income and employment history as such information is not available in credit reports. The credit score ranges from 280-850, with a higher score corresponding to lower relative risk.
I drew three independent cross-sections of the data for 2007, 2009 and 2012, and in each cross section individuals are observed at both the beginning and end of the year. 21 Table 4 provides summary statistics for the four outcomes examined in the regressions: credit score at the end of the year, the probability of a score drop of 25 points or more over the course of the year, the probability of a new delinquency, and the probability of hitting one's credit limit on credit cards (general purpose and retail cards) conditional on utilizing less than 75 percent at the start of the year. 22 Panel A shows statistics for the full sample of consumers. The average credit score is almost 700, while the probability of experiencing a score decline of 25 percent or more is nearly 17 percent. The likelihood of a new delinquency is about 9 percent. 23 Finally, the probability of reaching or exceeding one's credit card limit is just 2.4 percent.
Panel B restricts the sample to those living in "payday ZIPs" (see Section 4.3). This restriction cuts the sample roughly in half, but the credit record statics are quite similar to the full sample. In other words, people living in the urban areas where payday lenders most likely to be highly concentrated are, on average, quite similar to the broad population in terms of their credit 20 Some individuals at a point in time are not "scoreable" because of a limited credit history. The Equifax credit score is similar to the well-known FICO risk score. For more details, see https://help.equifax.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/244/related/1. 21 I start with 2007 as opposed to 2006 because it comes after the FDIC guidance on the "rent-a-bank" model. Each cross section is an independent 25 percent of the full CCP.
22 FICO considers score changes of less than 20 points as indicative of stability. See for instance http://bankinganalyticsblog.fico.com/2010/07/how-much-do-fico-scores-change-over-time.html. 23 The CCP does not have account level information, but rather provides information on all accounts rolled up to the credit category level for ten different types of credit (e.g. credit cards, auto loans, etc.), such as the number of open accounts and the number of accounts in good standing. I identify individuals with a new delinquency as those who have at least one non-current account at the end of the year in a credit category in which they had at least one open account in that category at beginning of the year with all open accounts in the category in good standing. record characteristics. Finally, Panel C restricts the sample further to borrowers likely to have high demand for payday loans. Based on information from BST (2012), the sample includes relatively young borrowers age 25-49, with no more than a $5,000 cumulative credit limit on credit cards at the start of the year, and who inquired about credit at least twice in the prior year.
24 Notably, the sample size drops by almost 90 percent, which seems appropriate given estimates that only about 5-10 percent of the population uses payday loans in a given year. This group has considerably lower credit scores than the general population, and are more likely to experience a score drop in excess of 25 points. The probability of a new delinquency is more than double what it is for the general population, and the probability of maxing out their credit card lines is substantially higher too. The regressions will test whether access to payday loans improves or worsens these outcomes. 24 Credit inquiries refer to specific instances when a lender requests a credit report for an individual because that individual was seeking a new credit account. Inquiries do not include instances when lenders pull credit reports without an individual's consent in order to conduct targeted marketing campaigns or for routine risk management procedures. Inquiries also do not include instances when a consumer requests his or her own credit report for monitoring purposes. 25 Since the District of Columbia (DC) allowed payday loans for most of 2007, DC is considered an allowing state for 2007. Table 6 presents estimates of the effect of payday loans on credit scores and the probability of a score drop of at least 25 points. The first three columns show results for the level of credit scores using an unrestricted sample of consumers. In addition to the specifications discussed earlier with state fixed effects and state-by-year fixed effects, the first column shows estimates only with region-by-year fixed effects, thus allowing cross-state variation to help identify the effect of payday loans. The point estimate on the access variable in this regression implies that access to payday loans leads to a reduction in credit scores of just -2.86 points (note that the unemployment shock variable has been re-centered to have mean zero so that the coefficient on the access to payday loans variable is roughly equivalent to what it would be in a regression excluding the interaction term). The second column reports the results from estimating equation (1), which one might find more persuasive as it includes state fixed effects, but the result is little changed. The point estimate in this specification is only -1.14 points with a standard error, clustered at the state level, of 1.37 points. Finally, the third column reports results from estimating equation (2), which mirrors Melzer's (2011) identification strategy by including state-by-year fixed effects. Again, the point estimate is close to zero and insignificant.
The Effect of Payday Loans on Credit Scores
The second row indicates that unemployment shocks have a statistically significant, but small, negative effect on credit scores in places that prohibit payday loans. As noted earlier, the unemployment shock variable is defined as the average unemployment rate in either 2007, 2009 or 2012 minus the average unemployment rate from 2000-2006; it has a standard deviation of about 2.5 percentage points. The small effect of this variable probably stems from county-level unemployment providing a rather noisy measure of individual unemployment. The coefficient on the interaction with payday loan access is also close to zero and insignificant. Thus, overall the regression results so far provide no evidence that payday loans affect credit scores.
As discussed in Section 3.2, one reason why the estimated effect over the unrestricted sample might be so close to zero is that the probability of using payday loans among the broad population is small. The next 3 columns show results for the same three specifications but using only the restricted sample of individuals, described in the previous section, most likely to have high demand for payday loans. The results over the narrow sample change sign (the effect of payday loans is now positive), but the point estimates remain close to zero. The largest estimate is in the middle column and is statistically significant, but the magnitude is only 2.8 points and the 95 percent confidence interval rules out effects in excess of 5.3 points.
The second half of table 6 presents estimates of the effect of payday loans on the probability of a score drop of 25 points or more over the course of the year. Focusing on the last two columns where the restricted sample is used and state and state-year fixed effects are included, respectively, the point estimates are negative (implying payday loans are beneficial) but close to zero and insignificant.
The sign on the interaction term in the last two regressions indicates that payday loans are more beneficial in places hit hard by labor market shocks, but the magnitude of the estimates are fairly small, which again may reflect the weakness of the correlation between county level unemployment and individual unemployment. With more precise data on individual employment status, it seems possible that the interaction effect could be economically important, but such data unfortunately are not available. Table 7 provides estimates the effect of payday loans on the likelihood of a new delinquency, and the likelihood of reaching or exceeding one's credit card limit. These two variables are closely connected to variables that play an important role in determining one's credit score.
Other Outcomes
The first two columns of table 7 show the preferred specifications with state and stateyear fixed effects, respectively, over the restricted sample, and indicate a negative effect of payday loans on the likelihood of delinquency (that is, payday loans tend to be helpful in avoiding delinquency on traditional accounts), but the point estimates are small and statistically insignificant. Labor market shocks appear to have a significant effect on the likelihood of delinquency -a one standard deviation increase in the size of a county unemployment shock leads to about a two percentage point increase in the likelihood of a new delinquency. The sign on the interaction term is negative, suggesting that access to payday loans helps mitigate the negative effect of a labor market shock, but the estimate is not statistically significant.
The last two columns of table 7 provide estimates of the effect of payday loans on the likelihood of hitting one's credit card limit. Again the point estimates are fairly small and statistically indistinguishable from zero. Table 8 provides alternative estimates of the effect of payday loans based on additional restrictions to the high payday loan demand subsample, as well as additional specifications where initial credit score is included as a control. The first two columns show estimates of the coefficient on the access variable in equations (1) and (2) using the restricted sample, but with the additional restriction of excluding those with initial credit scores in excess of 600. Panel A shows estimates for the effect of payday loans on credit scores at the end of the year. Though both point estimates are statistically significant, they are slightly smaller than in table 6 (fifth and sixth columns). As shown in the next two columns, after controlling for initial credit score, the coefficient is more precisely estimated but even smaller in magnitude at less than 1.5 points.
Alternative Samples and Specifications
The next four columns provide estimates where the high demand subsample has a different additional restriction, limiting the sample to those with at least four inquiries in the past year instead of two. The first two estimates are again statistically significant, but small, and are not robust to controlling for initial credit score as seen in the last two columns. Panels B, C and D provide estimates for the other three outcome variables. In general, the estimates point in the direction of payday loans being beneficial, but the magnitudes are small and insignificant. Perhaps a slight exception is that payday loans appear to reduce the likelihood of a 25 point score drop by about 1 percentage point, on average, for the low initial credit score subsample, but that is relative to a mean likelihood for this subsample of about 24 percent.
Discussion
Unlike previous research that finds both substantive positive and negative effects of payday loans on financial well-being, the empirical results in this paper suggest little connection (slightly beneficial, if anything). Differences in identification strategies could play some role in generating different results. For example, Skiba and Tobacman (2011) use data from a payday lender on a large set of applicants, exploit a discontinuity in the approval process, and find that payday loans increase the likelihood of (chapter 13) bankruptcy. But, as they point out, the estimated effect pertains to individuals near the discontinuity (in this case, those nearly rejected for a payday loan) and may have limited external validity. Morse (2011) also studies a particular situation, finding that access to payday loans mitigates the effect of natural disasters on foreclosures. These results may reflect the beneficial effects of access for a group that does not typically use payday loans. In contrast, the estimates in this paper may better reflect the effect of payday loans on credit record outcomes among the average credit constrained individual.
One advantage of using credit scores is that they are sensitive to all types of credit record events, including events less severe than bankruptcy or foreclosure. Thus, finding a null effect is meaningful, and suggests that payday loans, on average, are financially neither destabilizing nor greatly beneficial relative to a world without payday loans. On the one hand, this could be because alternatives to payday loans yield roughly similar positive or negative outcomes. For example, in the absence of payday loans consumers may instead bounce checks, as Zinman (2010) and Morgan et al (2012) find, which might be similarly destabilizing. On the other hand, it could be that payday loans are neither destabilizing nor greatly beneficial (in absolute terms) simply because they are small and unsecured, which limits both their benefits and risks.
One of the main empirical specifications adopts the identification strategy of Melzer (2011), who finds that households with access to payday loans report having substantially greater difficulty paying their mortgage, rent or other bills relative to similar households without access.
Perhaps one way to reconcile the null results in this paper with Melzer's results is that the selfreported outcomes he studies may be picking up psychological strain associated with paying off a costly payday loan, but such stress does not progress into actual derogatory items on credit records.
27 That said, I study a different time period and many more states where payday lending is prohibited; these differences could also play a role in generating different results.
Conclusion
Strong growth in the payday loan market since the late 1990s has spurred a debate about the risks and benefits of payday loans. Academic research on this question has been inconclusive. Given the potentially more active regulatory environment following the 2010 Dodd-Frank Act and establishment of the CFPB, additional research is needed to better understand the payday loan market and its effects on consumers' financial well-being.
In this paper, I draw on nationally representative panel data comprised of individual credit records, as well as Census data on the location of payday loan shops at the ZIP code level, to test whether payday loans affects consumers' financial health, using credit scores and score changes, as well as other credit record variables, as measures of financial health. In order to identify the effect of payday loans, I take advantage of geographic and temporal variation in access arising from differences in state lending laws. In addition to standard identification strategies based on state law variation, I also follow Melzer's (2011) novel strategy of exploiting within-state variation in access to payday loans due to differences in the proximity of ZIP codes in states that prohibit payday lending to states that allow payday lending.
Overall, I find little to no effect of access to payday loans on credit scores and other credit record outcomes. The results contrast with previous research that finds payday loans have large effects, including on events such as bankruptcy and foreclosure, but could reflect differences in the time period studied, outcomes analyzed, or empirical strategies that identify the effect of payday loans off of different marginal borrowers. 
Establishments per 1000
States without a ban States with a ban 3. Borrowers who reach or exceed credit limit on either general purpose credit cards or retail store cards by the end of year, conditional on utilizing no more than 75 percent of their limits at the beginning of the year 4. "Payday ZIPs" refer to ZIP codes with a high predicted concentration of payday lenders (see text in Section 3 for more) 5. Consumers living in payday ZIPs age 25-49, with no more than $5,000 cumulative credit limit on credit cards at the start of the year, and had at least 2 inquiries in the prior year; traits chosen based on findings from Bhutta, Skiba and Tobacman (2012 Table 4 . Only the subsample of individuals likely to have high demand for payday loans included (see Table 4 , panel C). All regressions include same controls shown in regressions in Table 4 . All regressions include same controls shown in regressions in Table 6 . 1. Consumers living in payday ZIPs age 25-49, with no more than $5,000 cumulative credit limit on credit cards at the start of the year, had at least 2 inquiries in the prior year, and a credit score of less than 600 at the start of the year. 2. Consumers living in payday ZIPs age 25-49, with no more than $5,000 cumulative credit limit on credit cards at the start of the year, and had at least 4 inquiries in the prior year.
Low initial credit score subsample 
